An approach to solving the boundary free edge difficulties in SPH modelling: application to a viscous accretion disc in close binaries
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ABSTRACT

Adaptive spatial domains are currently used in smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) with the aim of performing better spatial interpolations, mainly for expanding or shock gas dynamics. In this work, we propose an SPH interpolating kernel reformulation, also suitable for treating free edge (FE) boundaries in the computational domain. Application to both inviscid and viscous stationary low compressibility accretion disc models in close binaries is shown. The investigation carried out in this paper is a consequence of the fact that low compressibility modelling is crucial for checking numerical reliability. Results show that physical viscosity supports well-bound accretion disc formation, despite the low gas compressibility, when a Gaussian-derived kernel (from the error function) is assumed, in an extended particle range – whose half-width at half-maximum is fixed to a constant $h$ value – without any spatial restrictions on its radial interaction: Gaussian SPH in extended range (hereinafter GASPHER). At the same time, GASPHER ensures adequate particle interpolations at the boundary FEs. Both SPH and adaptive SPH (ASPH) methods lack accuracy if there are no constraints on the boundary conditions, in particular at the edge of the particle envelope: FE conditions. In SPH, an inefficient particle interpolation involves a few neighbour particles; however, in ASPH, non-physical effects involve both the boundary layer particles and the radial transport.

A GASPHER scheme can be rightly adopted in troublesome physical regimes such as in a regime where FE conditions involve the computational domain, in viscous fluid dynamics or in both.

Despite the low compressibility condition applied, the viscous GASPHER model shows clear spiral pattern profiles demonstrating better quality of results compared to SPH viscous ones. Moreover, a successful comparison of results concerning a GASPHER 1D inviscid shock tube with an analytical solution is also reported.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In its original version (Monaghan 1985, 1992; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985), smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was formulated adopting a constant particle smoothing length (spatial smoothing resolution length or resolving power) $h$, where the adopted interpolation kernel works, to perform free Lagrangian gas dynamics. Adaptive SPH (ASPH) methods are currently adopted with the aim of performing better spatial interpolations mainly in expanding or in shock gas dynamics (Evrard 1988; Hernquist & Katz 1989; Benz et al. 1990; Monaghan 1992; Nelson & Papaloizou 1993, 1994; Fulbright, Benz & Davies 1995; Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist 1996; Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998; Monaghan 2002; Springel & Hernquist 2002; Liu, Liu & Lam 2006). High physical viscosity accretion discs are well-bound structures around the primary compact star even in low compressibility conditions (Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985; Lanzafame, Belvedere & Molteni 2006; Lanzafame 2008a,b).

In order to build up a well-bound accretion disc in inviscid conditions, the ejection rate at the disc’s outer edge must be at least two or three times smaller than the accretion rate at the disc’s inner edge. Whenever this condition is fulfilled, the disc’s outer edge, as well as the whole disc, does not disperse in spite of high pressure forces which are also dependent on the gas compressibility: $-\nabla p/\rho = -(\gamma - 1)(\nabla (\rho e))/\rho$. Therefore, low compressibility
gases are naturally more easily sensitive to the loss of blobs of gas at the disc’s outer edge itself, towards the empty external space, if the gravitational field is not able to keep disc gas in the gravitational potential well. Such effects are enhanced and strongly evident in inviscid conditions (Molteni, Belvedere & Lanzafame 1991; Lanzafame, Belvedere & Molteni 1992), and the moderate contribution of artificial viscosity terms does not prevent such effects. Such a viscosity does not work like a true physical one since it operates only when different fluid components approach each other, being zero during fluid particle repulsion.

High compressibility gas dynamics does not allow us to distinguish the truth regarding whether a technique is able to perform a correct fluid dynamics or not. In fact, in such a modelling, accretion discs would be formed even in physically inviscid conditions no matter what (Molteni et al. 1991; Lanzafame et al. 1992), and the roles of kernel choice and its resolving power are hidden. To stress on such an idea, in this work a low compressibility parameter γ = 5/3 polytropic index is adopted throughout, working with the same binary system parameters such as stellar masses and their separation and adopting the largest value (αSS = 1) as for the Shakura and Sunyaev viscosity prescription.

In this paper, physically inviscid and viscid disc models are shown, where a more suitable Gaussian-derived kernel formulation, as far as both transport mechanisms and expanding or collapsing gas dynamics are concerned, is adopted. Throughout the accretion disc models, the same supersonic mass transfer condition at L1 is adopted.

The numerical scheme adopted here, as in any other numerical method, is characterized by the assumed spatial smoothing resolution length h. The mass and angular momentum radial transport is also affected by the SPH particle smoothing resolution length h. Too small h values prevent the radial transport, while large h values produce a too effective radial transport of matter towards the centre of the gravitational potential well as well as of angular momentum towards the disc’s outer edge. A large h ensures a high particle overlapping (interpolation) but at the same time it produces a strong particle repulsion rate due to pressure forces, especially in low compressibility regimes on the disc’s outer free edge (FE). On the contrary, a too small smoothing resolution length h makes any fluid dynamic behaviour and shock handling worse. The artificial viscosity term prevents spurious heating and handles shocks as a ‘shock capturing method’. The artificial viscosity is a function of the smoothing resolution length itself or of some kind of spatial length. A too small h value does not prevent particle interpenetration, destroying any fluid behaviour, because of lack of artificial viscosity. Molteni et al. (1991), Lanzafame et al. (1992, 2006) and Lanzafame (2003, 2009) discuss what we statistically define as a well-defined and bound accretion disc. As far as the numerical resolution is concerned, a number of disordered neighbour particles of the order of 10 (more or less) are considered, in principle, the minimum number of neighbours in order to achieve an adequate 3D numerical interpolation, although a number of neighbours larger than 30 are currently adopted to achieve a higher accuracy. This is the criterion we adopted to define a well-bound accretion disc. Lesser neighbours for each particle are considered an unsuitable number as far as both interpolation efficiency and disc binding into the primary’s gravitational potential well are concerned.

In the next sections, after discerning the artificial and the turbulent physical viscosities, we describe how ASPH techniques work and their limits when the viscous transport and/or FE conditions are involved, as well as why GASPHER could be a solution. In particular, in Section 2 we compare how artificial and turbulent physical viscosities differently work. In Section 3, we show how GASPHER works and why it does not suffer from lack of some SPH and/or ASPH. Finally, in Section 5 we report 3D accretion disc results showing some interesting features in our viscous simulations, whilst in Section 6 we discuss the accuracy of SPH-derived techniques. In Appendix A, after showing the mathematical background underlying SPH-derived schemes (for readers knowing how SPH and ASPH work, this mathematical section can be skipped but it is essential for others), we also compare the results of GASPHER, SPH and ASPH non-viscous 1D- and 2D-selected tests. A comparison with analytical solutions is also given, whenever it is possible.

2 THE ARTIFICIAL AND THE TURBULENT PHYSICAL VISCOSITIES

In our physically viscous disc modelling, the Shakura and Sunyaev prescription (Shakura 1972, 1973; Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) is adopted with the largest αSS = 1 value to lay stress on the numerical reliability of results (Lanzafame et al. 2006; Lanzafame 2009). The SPH formulation of viscous contributions in the Navier–Stokes equation could have been developed by Falle (1994a,b). These goals are not obtained by artificial viscosity which is, however, introduced in both models to resolve shocks numerically and to avoid spurious heating. Artificial viscosity vanishes when the limit value of the particle interpolation domain goes to zero. Meglicki, Wickramasinghe & Bicknell (1993), Drimmel (1996), Murray (1996) and Okazaki et al. (2002) demonstrated that the linear component of the artificial viscosity itself, in the continuum limit, yields a viscous shear force. In particular, the last two authors have explicitly formulated such an artificial viscosity contribution in the momentum and energy equations. Moreover, Murray (1996) and Okazaki et al. (2002) found an analogy between the shear viscosity generated by the linear artificial viscosity term and the well-known Shakura and Sunyaev shear viscosity, in the continuum limit. The SPH method, like other finite difference schemes, is far from the continuum limit; moreover, we need the quadratic (β2SPH) of Von Neumann–Richtmyer-like viscosity (β1SPH) artificial viscosity term to handle strong shocks. Linear αSS and quadratic β2SPH artificial viscosity terms (usually ~ 1 and sometimes, in some specific cases, < 1) are chosen to be equal to 1 and 2, respectively. In the viscous models, the viscous force contribution is represented by the divergence of the symmetric viscous stress tensor in the Navier–Stokes equation. A symmetric combination of the symmetric shear tensor times the particle velocity has been added to the energy equation as a viscous heating contribution. The bulk physical viscosity contribution has not been considered for the sake of simplicity.

Artificial and turbulent physical viscosities are independent of each other. The artificial viscosity term should be smaller than the physically viscous ones, otherwise the physical viscosity role would be negligible. The relevance of viscous forces could be even comparable to that of the gas pressure forces, especially if αSS = 1 (Lanzafame et al. 2006; Lanzafame 2009). An analytical formulation, describing the numerical artificial viscosity coefficient, is reported in Molteni et al. (1991): \( \nu_{\text{SPH}} = c_s h \), where \( c_s \) is the sound velocity. According to such a definition, its ratio with Shakura–Sunyaev viscosity coefficient \( \nu_{\text{SS}} = \alpha_{\text{SS}} c_s H \), is \( \nu_{\text{SPH}}/\nu_{\text{SS}} = h/(\alpha_{\text{SS}} H) \), for each SPH particle. For \( h/H = 5 \times 10^{-2} \), where \( H \) is the scaleheight of the disc, \( \nu_{\text{SPH}}/\nu_{\text{SS}} \sim 5 \times 10^{-2}/\alpha_{\text{SS}} \). This
implies that the role of artificial viscosity could be significant, compared to the physical viscosity role, if small $\alpha_{SS}$ and large $h$ values are taken into account. According to Murray (1996) and Okazaki et al. (2002), the shear viscosity $v_{SPH} \sim 0.1s_{SPH}c_{H}$ with $v_{SPH} = \alpha_{SS-artif}c_{H}$. According to their results, the numerical artificial viscosity coefficient $v_{SPH}$ is even smaller if $\alpha_{SPH} \sim 1$. In fact, the ratio $v_{SPH}/v_{SS} \simeq 0.1h/(\alpha_{SS}c)$. Hence, for $H/h \sim 10^{-5}$, $v_{SPH}/v_{SS} \simeq (5 \times 10^{-3} - 10^{-2})/\alpha_{SS}$. This implies that the role of artificial viscosity can be comparable to that of a very low physical viscosity because the correlation between the SPH artificial viscosity parameter $\alpha_{SPH}$ and the Shakura–Sunyaev viscosity parameter $\alpha_{SS-artif}$ is quite small. Hence, for approaching particles is not the Shakura–Sunyaev viscous parameter $\alpha_{SS}$ for physically viscous gases but the transformation of the artificial viscosity term into the Shakura–Sunyaev formalism. Such results show that the gas compressibility has a relevant role since the physical viscosity mainly works when the density varies on a length-scale of the order of the velocity length-scale, not only as a bulk viscosity but also as a shear viscosity. Moreover, note that the assumption of an adaptive $h$ SPH or a constant $h$ SPH could also play a role in both artificial viscosity and physical viscosity. These results show that the role of a fully viscous fluid dynamics is still far from any conclusion and that physical assumptions as well as numerical hypotheses and boundary conditions are also determinant.

### 3 VISCOS FLUID DYNAMICS EQUATIONS

As for viscous gas hydrodynamics, the relevant equations to our model are as follows:

\[
\frac{d\rho}{dt} + \rho \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0, \quad \text{continuity equation} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{v}}{dt} = -\frac{\nabla p}{\rho} + [\mathbf{2\omega \times v} + \mathbf{\omega \times (\omega \times r)}] - \nabla \Phi_{grav} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \epsilon + \frac{1}{2}v^2 \right) = -\frac{1}{\rho} \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot (\rho \mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{r}), \quad \text{energy equation} \tag{3}
\]

\[
p = (\gamma - 1)\rho \epsilon, \quad \text{perfect gas equation} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\frac{dr}{dt} = \mathbf{v}, \quad \text{kinematic equation} \tag{5}
\]

Most of the adopted symbols have the usual meaning: $d/dt$ stands for the Lagrangian derivative, $\rho$ is the gas density, $\epsilon$ is the thermal energy per unit mass, $\Phi_{grav}$ is the effective gravitational potential generated by the two stars and $\omega$ is the angular velocity of the rotating reference frame, corresponding to the rotational period of the binary system. Self-gravitation has not been included, as it appears irrelevant. The adiabatic index $\gamma$ has the meaning of a numerical parameter whose value lies in the range between 1 and 5/3, in principle. $\mathbf{r}$ is the viscous stress tensor, whose presence modifies the Euler equations for a non-viscous fluid dynamics in the viscous Navier–Stokes equations.

### 4 CLASSICAL SPH KERNEL AND PARTICLE SMOOTHING RESOLUTION LENGTH

In its original formulation (Monaghan 1985, 1992; Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985), Gaussian kernels $W_{G,i,j} = W(r_i, h)$

\[
W_{G,i,j} = \frac{1}{h} e^{-r_i^2/h^2}, \quad \text{in 1D},
\]

\[
W_{G,i,j} = \frac{1}{h^3} e^{-r_i^2/h^2}, \quad \text{in 3D},
\]

have been adopted in SPH, where $r_i = |r_i| = |r_i - r_j|$ represents the module of the radial distance between particles $i$ and $j$. Also, an example of a ‘super-Gaussian kernel’ (Monaghan 1992) has been described. Even a factorization of Gaussian kernels for each dimension has also been adopted (Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998) in an ASPH formulation, adopting 3D ellipsoid kernel geometry to achieve a higher accuracy, according to an anisotropic $\nabla \rho$-dependent spatial particle concentration or according to the mean particle spacing, as it varies in space, time, and direction around each particle (Liu et al. 2006). Kernels based on cubic splines since the end of the 1980s (Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985; Monaghan 1992) have also widely been adopted. Typically, in 3D, such cubic spline kernels $W(r_i, h)$ are in the form

\[
W_{SS,i,j} = \frac{1}{\pi h^3} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1 - \frac{1}{2}q_{ij}^2 + \frac{1}{2}q_{ij}^4}{(2 - q_{ij})^3} & \text{if } 0 \leq q_{ij} \leq 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right. \tag{7}
\]

where $q_{ij} = |r_i|/h$.

### 5 GASPHER – AN ALTERNATIVE WAY FOR KERNEL AND SMOOTHING LENGTH

#### 5.1 Lack of SPH and ASPH in FE conditions

The hidden problem is whether SPH and ASPH, as previously formulated, are effective irrespective of the compressibility regime considered, especially when FE conditions are adopted on the edges of the particle envelope. High compressibility gas dynamics prevents us from distinguishing the truth regarding whether an SPH-like technique is able to perform a correct fluid dynamics or not, since accretion discs would be formed even in physically inviscid conditions no matter what. In this case, the roles of the kernel choice and its resolving power are hidden. Gas loss effects in low compressibility conditions naturally develop, especially at the disc’s outer edge, because of the pushing action towards the outer surface of particles just below the disc’s surfaces and below the disc’s outer edge, if the gravitational field is not able to keep gas particles in the gravitational potential well. In ASPH interpolation particle domains swell at both FEIs (inner and outer). Normally, in an accretion disc, the density is a decreasing function of the radial distance from the central star. This implies that particle adaptive $h$ should decrease towards the inner disc bulk, without any restriction imposed on the number of particle neighbours. Problems deriving from the inadequacy of an artificial viscosity role and the particle interpolation/interpenetration could be relevant. Even the choice of a threshold value for $h_{min}$ as a lower limit would be arbitrary and no differences would appear in results compared to classical SPH results, adopting the same $h = h_{min}$. If ASPH is adopted, even restricting the particle neighbours to a fixed number in its conservative form, the behaviour of $h$ for each particle is contrary, also swelling...
within the disc bulk and producing enhanced gas loss effects at the disc’s outer edge and on the disc surfaces, in spite of the viscosity eventually introduced. It also produces a draining effect of the disc’s inner edge towards the central compact star due to a stressed radial transport.

Whenever and wherever spatial isotropy and homogeneity hold, a modulation of the spatial smoothing resolution length does not affect the results, in principle, in so far as $h$ is large enough to prevent particle interpenetration and neighbour particles are enough to allow good interpolations. However, the situation is rather different if spatial gradients exist.

It is quite normal that a smaller threshold limit $h_{\text{min}}$ is imposed on particle position $h$ because problems on the ineffectiveness of artificial viscosity in handling shock fronts would arise if $h \to 0$, together with a too short time-step computed according to the Friedrich–Courant-Lewy conditions. Artificial viscosity vanishes when the limit value of the particle interpolation domain goes to zero, due to the fact that, in its analytical expression it is linearly dependent on the smoothing length $h$. Its role, limited to a filing effect, should not be dominant compared to gas pressure terms. Therefore such a condition is fully altered if, according to equations (18) and (19), $n_{ij} \simeq 1$ or, in other words, if $h \simeq (c_s + c_f)\nu_1/(2\nu_1)$. Other formulations of artificial viscosity, depending on the particle mutual distance $r_0$ (Monaghan 1997), do not modify the problem. Therefore, ASPH results would be deeply influenced by a dominant role of artificial terms if such a condition is mostly realized in sonic and subsonic regimes and/or in progressive turbulent rarefying regimes. Some authors (Morris & Monaghan 1997; Owen et al. 1998) handle artificial viscosity switching it off, especially in low density conditions, when particle distance $h$ increases, or in high temperature conditions, when particle sound velocity is subsonic. As a result, the switching on/off of the artificial viscosity limits its role, but low density sonic and subsonic conditions still stay critical.

In both situations, the problem of correct hydrodynamics involves not only the bulk of the gas structure in the computational domain, but also the physics of the FE of the computational domain, in particular the outer one for gas expansion problems and the inner one for collapse problems.

As for physically viscous ASPH simulations, mass and angular momentum transport is deeply affected by the particle smoothing resolution length. We expect a higher particle transport when particle $h$ statistically increases and the opposite effect when $h$ statistically decreases. In a low compressibility regime, Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2009) showed that physical turbulent viscosity hampers particle repulsion, due to pressure forces, contributing to accretion disc consistency and limiting particle loss at the disc’s outer edge. However, if particle smoothing resolution length $h$ increases in ASPH, and radial transport becomes unnatural much effective, the opposite effect arises such that the inner edge of the disc could be indefinite.

In such a kernel we stress that its interpolation radial extension is unlimited, although its typical smoothing length $h$ is spatially and permanently constant. In GASPHER, to collect an adequate number of particle neighbours is not a problem because of the unlimited spatial extension of its kernel. In the continuum limit, the three interpolation kernels give the same interpolation integrals for 1D flows and the last two kernels give the same interpolation integrals for 2D flows.

The origin of this kernel function relies in the well-known ‘error function’:

$$E_\nu F(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x e^{-t^2} \, dt,$$

whose ‘complementary error function’ is

$$E_\nu FC(x) = 1 - E_\nu F(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x e^{-t^2} \, dt.$$

For $x = 0$,

$$E_\nu FC(0) = 1 - E_\nu F(0) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^\infty e^{-t^2} \, dt = 1.$$

In performing a 3D integral,

$$\int W_{E_{\nu F},ij} d^3 r_{ij} = 4\pi \int_0^\infty W_{E_{\nu F},ij} r_{ij}^2 dr_{ij}$$

$$= 4\pi \int_0^\infty \frac{1}{2\pi^{3/2}h^3} e^{-r_{ij}^2/h^2} r_{ij}^3 dr_{ij}$$

$$= 4\pi \int_0^\infty \frac{1}{2\pi^{3/2}h} e^{-r_{ij}^2/h^2} dr_{ij}$$

$$= 2\int_0^\infty \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} e^{-q^2} dq, \quad q_{ij} = r_{ij}/h.$$

Hence, $\int W_{E_{\nu F},ij} d^3 r_{ij} = 1$.

Also $\int W_{SS,j} d^3 r_{ij} = 1$ and $\int W_{G,j} d^3 r_{ij} = 1$, the latter, considering the well-known properties of Gaussian integrals:

$$I_1 = \int \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} r^2 e^{-r^2} \, dr$$

and, in particular, $I_2 = \int_0^\infty r^2 e^{-r^2} \, dr = \pi^{1/2}/4$. Fig. 1 displays $W_{SS,j}$ and $W_{E_{\nu F},ij}$ as a function of $q_{ij} = r_{ij}/h$. 4$r_{ij}^2 W_{SS,j}$, 4$r_{ij}^2 W_{G,j}$ and 4$r_{ij}^2 W_{E_{\nu F},ij}$ as well as 4$r_{ij}^2 V W_{SS,j}$, 4$r_{ij}^2 V W_{G,j}$ and 4$r_{ij}^2 V W_{E_{\nu F},ij}$ are significant for 3D integrations. Fig. 1 displays the much better GASPHER interpolation capabilities, with respect to the current SPH or ASPH techniques using other kernels, not only because 3D interpolations are more weighted towards $r_{ij} \to 0$, but also because $-V W_{E_{\nu F},ij} \to \infty$ as it should be, avoiding the well-known ‘particle pairing instability’ effect, affecting the other two behaviours ($V W_{ij}$ displays a minimum for $r_{ij}/h \approx 1$). In the conversion from mathematical integrals to computational summations in 3D, the role of $4\pi r_{ij}^2 V d r_{ij}$ is equivalent to $n^{-1}$. Thus, wherever $n^{-1} \gg h^3$, and spatial gradients exist, the effectiveness of the adopted interpolation kernel comes out. In the resolution of the Euler or of the Navier–Stokes equations, spatial derivatives have to be calculated. In the calculation of $\nabla p/\rho$ in the momentum equation, two particles cannot coincide because the pressure force is physically infinite. Moreover, also for $\nabla \cdot \nabla$ in the energy equation or in the continuity equation, this non-physical case should be carefully avoided because the lack of velocity divergence can exist if particle mutual separation is zero. Summing up, both indexes $i \neq j$ and $|r_{ij}| > 0$. In the unrealistic case of $r_{ij} = 0$, spatial derivatives to compute gradients or divergences can be bypassed because they are unphysical. In the case of a very short particle

5.2 The kernel of GASPHER: comparison to other kernels

In GASPHER modelling, a radial Gaussian-derived kernel, related to the well-known ‘error function’ with a constant smoothing length $h$ equivalent to its half-width at half-maximum (HWHM), is considered:

$W_{E_{\nu F},ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} e^{-r_{ij}^2/h^2}, & \text{in 1D} \\ \frac{1}{2\pi^{3/2}h^3} e^{-r_{ij}^2/h^2}, & \text{in 2D} \\ \frac{1}{2\pi^{3/2}h^2} e^{-r_{ij}^2/h^2}, & \text{in 3D}. \end{cases}$

For practical reasons in computational resources, even a limitation to several $h$ of the order of $l h$ with $l \sim 4–10$ could be considered with very small modifications in results, keeping constant the resolving power $h$ of all particles. In fact, theoretically considering a homogeneous and isotropic 3D particle distribution, if $4\pi n h^3/3$ (where $n$ is the particle concentration) is the number of neighbours closer than $h$ for each $i$th particle, it increases up to $4\pi n (lh)^3/3$, i.e. up to $\sim 64–10^3$ times. Alternatively, neighbours can be limited to a selected number (40 in our 3D models). In both cases, a very small modification in results, neglecting further interpolating particles, is made because the most important neighbours in the interpolation are the closest ones. In this case, if the number of neighbours is large, due to a very high particle concentration, it is easily possible to merge more particles into a single new particle, created at the centre of mass, conserving mass, energy and momentum. So doing, the ASPH’s risk to decrease the spatial smoothing resolution length to values involving an ineffective artificial viscosity behaviour, as well as the danger to get a too small computed time-step in the Courant–Friedrich–Lewy condition when $h \to 0$, is avoided. A fixed number of neighbours can be a serious risk; by limiting the interaction to $30–40$ neighbours, only the inner ‘flat part’ of the kernel contributes to SPH sums. A large contribution from other particles outside this ‘flat part’ would be wrongly neglected. In GASPHER, this does not occur because the kernel slope is not ‘flat’ for $r_0 \to 0$; instead $\nabla V_{l,E,F,ij} \to -\infty$. ASPH techniques also try to avoid the unpleasant ‘particle paring instability’. However, the particle resolving power $h$ cannot decrease much in regions of very high particle concentrations or else the artificial dissipation due to the artificial viscosity will not work well. Moreover, at the same time, the time-step explicitly computed according to the Friedrich–Courant–Lewy condition becomes too short if $h \to 0$.

The possibility of adopting a numerical SPH code, including the physical viscosity (Flebbe et al. 1994a,b), considering Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2008a,b, 2009) results, makes us able to answer the problem whether ASPH and/or GASPHER methods are reliable in improving fluid dynamics compared to the original SPH, where the smoothing length $h$ is constant. Although some authors (Fullbright et al. 1995; Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998) adopted Gaussian kernels, their methods belong to the ASPH numerical schemes where a spatially and temporally variable smoothing length $h$ is adopted. Although much efforts try to conciliate a reliable adaptive interpolation technique with computational resources, ASPH methods are unsatisfactory in describing a correct gas dynamics because hidden numerical errors exist inside an adaptive interpolation, better revealed in a viscous transport process inside a definite potential well. All ASPH’s difficulties in handling the artificial viscosity dominant role in subsonic and/or expanding regimes, as discussed before, are prevented in GASPHER by the fact that the particle resolving power $h$ is constant and equal to HWHM of spatially unlimited Gaussian kernels. The GASPHER technique limits the problem of particle disorder in computing particle $V \cdot r$, as discussed in Imaeda & Inutsuka (2002) and Monaghan (2006) as far as shear flows are concerned, because, even considering disordered flows, particle disorder is tamed by GASPHER-extended interacting particle domains. In fact, the longer the particle interpolation range, the better the computational result, without any modification of particle resolving power $h$.

Finally, an adequate fixed smoothing resolution length $h$ allows us to resolve gas turbulence within the confined integration domain even in low compressibility regimes. In non-viscous conditions the local Reynolds number $Re = L v/\nu \sim 10^2 v/c_s$, considering $L = 0.5$, $v \approx c_s h$ (Molteni et al. 1991) and, more stress-
\( Re \sim 10^4 v/c_s \), considering \( v \approx 0.1 c, h \) (Murray 1996; Okazaki et al. 2002), because of \( \alpha_{\text{sh}} = 1 \). Being the whole disc structure is typically supersonic, even for \( \gamma = 5/3 \), \( Re > 10^3 \). Hence, moderate turbulence is effective in non-viscous \( \gamma \) conditions, where gas collisions are relevant. Instead in viscous conditions, in the Shakura and Sunyaev formulations, no turbulence is recorded.

If an adaptive method is adopted in low compressibility conditions, the increase of the smoothing resolution length \( h \), up to an order of magnitude, prevents any turbulence resolution in an accretion disc, even for supersonic regimes. The evaluation of the minimum linear dimensions of the integration domain, able to solve turbulence adopting an \( \alpha_{\text{sh}} \) parameter of the order of 0.1–0.5, gives a value of the order \( D \geq 10^{-2} \sim 10^{-1} \) in order to get a Reynolds number \( Re \geq 10^{2} \); the smaller value is for supersonic regimes. The integration domain (the length of the primary’s potential well) is of the order of 0.5. Therefore, handling an ASPH with the problem of solving the turbulence is a real difficulty, and the adopted fixed \( h \) is correct in order to solve this problem. Larger (and adaptive) \( h \) values are in open conflict with \( D \geq 10^{-2} \sim 10^{-1} \) in order to solve turbulence.

These conclusions on turbulence in accretion discs having FE boundaries are not those that are concerned with the concept of turbulence where fixed static boundaries are considered. Whenever particles move within a confined box, both SPH and ASPH results are traditionally correct in so far as \( r_s/h \) is not too small. In this case, the problem regards the particle chaotic collisions in a close environment where the particle mean free path is less than two or three times the particle smoothing resolution length.

6 GASPER DISC SIMULATIONS IN CB: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Looking at our SPH results in a physically viscous low compressibility regime (Lanzafame et al. 2006; Lanzafame 2008a,b, 2009) as a reference, where the particle smoothing length is constant and a typical cubic spline function as a smoothing function has been assumed, we systematically perform a series of GASPER simulations with the aim of getting a physically viscous well-bound accretion disc in a CB. We show that such transport phenomenology, in a low compressibility regime, is significant in deciding the reliability of the adopted kernel formulation for SPH fluid dynamics simulations, especially whenever FE boundary conditions must be taken into account.

6.1 Parameters and boundary conditions

The characteristics of the binary system are determined by the masses of the two companion stars and their separation. We chose to model a system in which the mass \( M_1 \) of the primary compact star and the mass \( M_2 \) of the secondary normal star are equal to \( 1 M_\odot \) and their mutual separation is \( d_{12} = 10^6 \) km. The primary’s potential well is totally empty at the beginning of each simulation at time \( T = 0 \). The injection gas velocity at \( L1 \) is fixed to \( v_{\text{inj}} \approx 130 \) km s\(^{-1}\) while the injection gas temperature at \( L1 \) is fixed to \( T_0 = 10^6 \) K, taking into account, as a first approximation, the radiative heating of the secondary surface due to lightening of the disc. Gas compressibility is fixed by the adiabatic index \( \gamma = 5/3 \). Supersonic kinematic conditions at \( L1 \) are discussed in Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2009), especially when active phases of CBs are considered. However, the results of this paper are to be considered as a useful test to check whether disc structures (viscous and non-viscous) show the expected behaviour or not. The reference frame is that centred on the primary compact star and corotating, whose rotational period, normalized to \( 2 \pi \), coincides with the orbital period of the binary system. This explains why in the momentum equation (equation 2), we also include the Coriolis and the centrifugal accelerations.

In our models, the unknowns are pressure, density, temperature and velocity, therefore we solve the continuity, momentum, energy and state (perfect gas) equations. In order to make our equations dimensionless, we adopt the following normalization factors: \( M = M_1 + M_2 \) for masses, \( d_{12} = 10^6 \) cm for lengths, \( v_s = [G(M_1 + M_2)/d_{12}]^{1/2} \) for speeds, so that the orbital period is normalized to \( 2 \pi, \rho_s = 10^{-2} \) g cm\(^{-3}\) for density, \( P_s = \rho_s v_s^2 \) dyn cm\(^{-2}\) for pressure, \( v_r^2 \) for thermal energy per unit mass and \( T = (\gamma - 1) v_r^2 m_p k_B^{-1} \) for temperature, where \( m_p \) is the proton mass and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The adopted kernel resolving power in the GASPER modelling is \( h = 5 \times 10^{-3} \). The geometric domain, including moving disc particles, is a sphere of a radius of 0.6, centred on the primary. The rotating reference frame is centred on the compact primary and its rotational period equals the orbital one. We simulated the physical conditions at the inner and the outer edges as follows.

(i) Inner edge. The free inflow condition is realized by eliminating particles flowing inside the sphere of a radius of \( 2 \times 10^{-2} \), centred on the primary. Although disc structure and dynamics are altered near the inner edge, these alterations are relatively small because they are counterbalanced by a high particle concentration close to the inner edge in supersonic injection models.

(ii) Outer edge. The injection of ‘new’ particles from \( L1 \) towards the interior of the primary Roche lobe is simulated by generating them in fixed points, called ‘injectors’, symmetrically placed within an angle having \( L1 \) as a vertex and an aperture of \( \approx 57^\circ \). Normally, as adopted since our first paper on the SPH accretion disc in CB (Molteni et al. 1991), the radial elongation of the whole ensemble of injectors is \( \approx 10 \) h. The initial injection particle velocity is radial with respect to \( L1 \). In order to simulate a constant and smooth gas injection, a ‘new’ particle is generated in the injectors whenever ‘old’ particles leave an injector free, inside a small sphere with radius \( h_{\text{inj}} \), centred on the injector itself. Particle masses are determined by the assumed local density at the inner Lagrangian point \( L1: \rho_1 = 10^{-10} \) g cm\(^{-3}\) (as a typical stellar atmospheric value for the secondary star), equal to \( m = \rho_1 (h_{\text{inj}})^3/(M_1 + M_2) \).

The formulation adopted for the 3D SPH viscous accretion disc models is the well-known \( \alpha_{\text{SS}} \) Shakura (1972, 1973) and Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) parametrization: \( v_{\text{SS}} = \alpha_{\text{SS}} c_s H, \) where \( c_s \) is the sound velocity, \( 0 \leq \alpha_{\text{SS}} \leq 1 \) and \( H = r_0 c_s/(M_1/r_0)^{1/2} \) is a dimensionless estimate of the standard disc thickness, where \( r_0 = (X_i^2 + Y_i^2)^{1/2} \) is the cylindrical radial coordinate of the \( i \)th particle. In this paper, we adopt \( \alpha_{\text{SS}} = 1 \) to point out evident differences in disc structure and dynamics between our disc models.

6.2 General results

We carried out our low compressibility (\( \gamma = 5/3 \)) simulations until we achieved fully stationary configurations. This means that particles accreted on to the primary and by particles ejected from the outer disc edge.

The orders of magnitude of the mass transfer injection rate from \( L1 \) \( M_{\text{inj}}, \) the accretion rate \( M_{\text{acc}}, \) and the ejection rate \( M_{\text{eject}} \) are \( \approx 10^{17}, \approx 5.5 \times 10^{16} \) and \( \approx 4.5 \times 10^{16}, \) for the non-viscous model, and \( \approx 8.0 \times 10^{16}, \approx 7.9 \times 10^{16} \) and \( \approx 10^{17}, \) for the viscous model.
respective, \( \rho \cdot h^3 \frac{d^2 u}{d \tau^2} \), is the conversion factor from particle/time to g s\(^{-1}\). Such values (also adopted in Lanzafame et al. 2006; Lanzafame 2008a,b, 2009) are representative of active phases of CB whenever either the restricted problem of three bodies in terms of the Jacobi constant or Bernoulli’s theorem is taken into account during such phases (Lubow & Shu 1975), considering the conservation of the flux momentum in the crossing of L1 from the two Roche lobes.

Fig. 2 displays XY plots of both the physically inviscid and viscous disc models (\( \alpha_{SS} = 0 \) and \( \alpha_{SS} = 1 \)). \( N \) represents the total number of particles in each model. In classical SPH, no well-bound structures with a definite disc’s outer edge come out (Molteni et al. 1991; Lanzafame et al. 1992; for \( \gamma = 1.1 \) and \( \gamma = 1.2 \)). The inviscid GASPHER disc model shows a higher particle concentration at the disc’s inner edge, close to the primary star. Instead, a well-defined structure comes out in the viscous disc model in stationary conditions.

Fig. 2 also displays the \( \tau_{XY} \) plots obtained by folding all disc bulk particles on to a plane containing the \( \tau \)-axis and being perpendicular to the \( XY \) orbital plane. An evident latitudinal spread appears for the inviscid model. The computed latitudinal angular spread is \( \approx 60^\circ \) for an inviscid disc model. These results compare to those obtained in Molteni et al. (1991) and Lanzafame et al. (1992), as far as the non-viscous model is concerned, and to those obtained in Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2009), as far as the viscous model is concerned. As for the viscous model, the latitudinal spread is \( \approx 24^\circ \).

Fig. 2 clearly displays the coming out of spiral patterns in the \( XY \) plot of the viscous model. These particular structures did not come out in Lanzafame et al. (2006)’s SPH results, where both the same supersonic injection conditions from L1, and the same stellar masses, and the same low gas compressibility were adopted in viscid \( \alpha_{SS} = 1 \) conditions. However, an exhaustive literature (Sawada et al. 1987; Spruit et al. 1987; Kaisig 1989; Sawada & Matsuda 1992; Savonije, Papaloizou & Lin 1994; Lanzafame, Maravigna & Belvedere 2000, 2001) exists, showing which conditions favour the development of such structures (e.g. tidal torques, external and/or outer edge perturbations). In particular, Lanzafame et al. (2000, 2001) showed that a high angular momentum injection condition from L1 produces these patterns. This, beyond doubt, shows the better effectiveness of the GASPHER kernel choice (33) compared to the common cubic spline SPH kernel analytical formulation.

The comparison with Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2009) results ensures us that the GASPHER technique performs not only correct calculations, but also that particles at the disc’s outer edge are not isolated. Moreover, the full radial transport cannot be affected by any ‘particle pairing instability’ because the kernel formulation (33) prevents such unpleasant inconsistency in the disc bulk.

Low compressibility gas loss effects affect the non-viscous GASPHER disc surfaces and outer edge. The same results were obtained in Molteni et al. (1991), as well as in Lanzafame et al. (1992), working in SPH and adopting two different spatial smoothing resolution lengths and sonic injection transfer conditions from L1. Supersonic injection conditions from L1 are now taken into account, as described in Lanzafame (2009) for active phases of CB. Therefore, non-viscous gas loss effects from the disc’s outer edge and surfaces are a fortiori correctly expected, taking into account the higher injection mechanical energy from L1. At the same time, even though the low density non-viscous disc structure is statistically rarefied, no neighbour inadequacy affects GASPHER interpolation.

The low total number of particles within the primary’s potential well (~3000) in non-viscous conditions is due to the absence of any physical viscosity able to keep bound particles against pressure forces responsible for particle removal from the disc’s outer FE for \( \gamma = 5/3 \) whenever low mass CBs are considered. This result is well known (Molteni et al. 1991; Lanzafame, Belvedere & Molteni 1993; Lanzafame 2008b, 2009). This, in particular, is not trivial because the bound of the edge of the computational domain prevents any particle removal allowing us to get the particle concentration wished for in spite of the effective particle repulsion for high \( \gamma \) values.

6.3 Accuracy

SPH free surface flows were developed by Monaghan (1994), with the aim of solving the unpleasant problem of the FE layer in SPH techniques, mainly to simulate breaking waves, but at relatively low resolution. A reduction in noise, with smooth-free surfaces and regular particle distribution, was obtained by Bonet & Lok (1999) and Bonet et al. (2004), developing SPH models where first-order completeness was enforced, that is first-order polynomials are exactly reproduced. Error estimates in an SPH interpolant are evaluated in Monaghan (1985, 1992). However in this paper, the lack of completeness of SPH interpolants is not taken into account. A formulation for the total error, determining how simulation parameters should be chosen and taking into account the order of completeness, is still not written in the literature. Bonet et al. (2004) adopted modified kernel gradients into the classical SPH equations. However, the hidden problem with this approach is that modified kernels no longer have the property that spatial gradients with respect to their two position arguments are exactly opposite between two contact particles.

This kernel property is essential in SPH equations. Vaughan et al. (2008) showed ‘an expression for the error in an SPH estimate, accounting for completeness, an expression that applies to SPH generally’, paying attention to the conservation principles. These authors found that a common method, enforcing completeness, violates the conservation principle of kernel spatial gradients must
be opposite between two contact particles. They also showed some examples of discretization errors: numerical boundary layer errors. Errors for an SPH summation interpolant are functions of both particle distribution and particle smoothing length (Monaghan 1985; Vaughan et al. 2008). In an exact formulation, such errors are described by both volume and surface integrals of both the neighbour particle distribution and its smoothing resolution length $h$. Therefore, in FE layer conditions, not only relevant errors in interpolations but also unnatural pressure gradients in FE conditions at the edge of the computational domain occur in ASPH.

A reasonable SPH accuracy is related to the number of space neighbours of each SPH particle. As a free Lagrangian numerical method, classical SPH methods are free from errors as far as momentum and angular momentum are concerned. Instead, errors can occur as to energy for ASPH variants. In particular, it is remarkable for the evaluation of the energy error propagator (EEPR) $(\Delta E/\Delta t)/E$, computed for each particle, to have the correct idea of temporal propagation of energy errors. If SPH-like methods involve a systematic error in energy $[\Delta E/E]_{\text{err}}$ of a few per cent, this error progressively increases in time as $[\Delta E/\Delta t/E]_{\text{err}}dt$. This means that, if a long time is necessary to achieve a fully stationary configuration, errors in energy conservation could be significant.

The evaluation of the GASPHER EEPR for an inviscid disc model is $\approx 3.02 \times 10^{-6}$. Instead, the GASPHER EEPR for a viscous disc model is $\approx 1.85 \times 10^{-6}$. As the EEPR is so small, we do not usually allow to distinguish if numerical simulations correspond to a fluid physical behaviour. Thus, the numerical error in energy on particle over-expansion/over-compression is not dominant step by step. Unfortunately, it accumulates in time. This implies that numerical simulations, limited only to explosive or collapse short time tests, would not be reliable in testing ASPH codes. Therefore, once more, this conclusion strengthens numerical tests and simulations based on a transport mechanism.

6.4 The role of physical viscosity

Physical viscosity naturally works where the particle mutual velocities (and separations) change in time, namely when a mutual acceleration exists, contrasting gas dynamics (rarefaction or compression) and converting kinetic energy to thermal energy. Such a mechanism clearly supports the development of well-bound accretion discs inside the primary potential well, in spite of the low compressibility, at least for $\alpha_{\text{SS}} = 1$ in both classical SPH and GASPHER approaches.

We want to point out that adopting $\alpha_{\text{SS}} = 1$ does help emphasize differences in disc structure and dynamics compared to the physically inviscid model. However, values of $\alpha_{\text{SS}}$ smaller than unity may be more realistic according to some thin disc analytical models (Pringle, Verbunt & Wade 1986; Lasota 2001). We recall that our physical viscosity is only a shear viscosity. For the sake of simplicity, no bulk viscosity has been considered, as explicitly mentioned in this paper. In fact, a value $\alpha_{\text{SS}} = 1$ for the bulk viscosity should be too high. Fig. 3 displays, in a logarithmic scale, the angular momentum and temperature radial distribution, for all models. Such radial distributions for the GASPHER viscous model are very close to those of the standard model $r^2\Omega \propto r^{1/2}$ and $T \propto r^{-3/4}$. This can be explained considering that, in stationary conditions, an accretion disc redistributes the angular momentum injected at the outer edge into the disc bulk, according to outer edge boundary conditions only, as already shown in Belvedere, Lanzafame & Molteni (1993) and Lanzafame et al. (1993). Physical viscosity plays a role in regions where particle velocity gradients are significant. This means that physical viscosity plays a relevant role mainly in the radial transport, while it has scarce influence on the tangential dynamics. A strong difference appears when looking at the temperature radial distribution. In fact, the heating effect of the physical viscosity is particularly evident in the disc’s inner zones. We recall that the disc itself is in an equilibrium stationary state where the heated particles are directly accreted towards the primary, as far as the particle advection is concerned. As for conduction, although it is much less important, note that the temperature decreases towards the exterior, thus dispersing heat outside. However, discs could also radiate energy. In disc models without explicit inclusion of radiative terms in the energy equation (almost all models, since, this inclusion complicates things considerably), the effect of radiative cooling is better simulated with $y' s$ less than $S/3$.

7 Influences of the Gasphersh Smoothing Resolution Length on the Disc Structure: Does the Spatial Resolving Power Affect General Result?

To study how FE fluid dynamics is affected by the initial smoothing resolution length choice, we performed two more simulations (non-viscous and viscous) adopting a smaller smoothing resolution length: $h = 4 \times 10^{-3}$, improving spatial resolution since particle injection. Taking into account the injection condition from our previous simulations for $h_{L1} = 5 \times 10^{-3}$, particle masses are scaled, conserving the same mass density from L1, according to the ratio of particle volumes: $m_{i} = m_{L1} = 0.005 (h_{i,L1}/5 \times 10^{-3})^3$. Thus, the mass transfer rate from L1 is self-consistent and automatically comparable to that relative to simulations with $h_{L1} = 5 \times 10^{-3}$, without any variation of the injection velocity $v_{\text{inj}} \simeq 130 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. To do this, it is necessary to recalculate the total number of injectors, by adopting the simple scale law: $N_{\text{inj}} = N_{\text{inj},h=0.005}(5 \times 10^{-3}/h_{L1})^3$. 

Hence, according to these simple scaling laws, we keep injection conditions comparable both for the initial density and for the mass transfer rate at L1.

Results of such further simulations are displayed in Figs 4 and 5, where plots of such $\gamma = 5/3$ 3D GASPHER simulations are displayed, without any difficulty with the sufficient number of neighbour particles, as explained before. The total number of disc particles shows a monotonic increase by decreasing $h$. Thus, disc density is comparable in both disc models and the mass of the simulated discs is $N h^3$, as well as $Nm_i \approx$ constant, within statistical fluctuations.

In the non-viscous regime, a larger number of disc particles are still affected by a gas chaotic collisional component on top of the spiral disc’s kinematics. Moreover, the Reynolds number increases because of the reduction of the particle smoothing resolution length, from $h = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ to $h = 4 \times 10^{-3}$. Instead, whatever is the GASPHER-adopted particle smoothing resolution length $h$, in a viscous regime, both the radial transport of mass and angular momentum, and the radial temperature profile, are not sensitive to any adopted particle resolving power as Figs 2–5 clearly display. Their radial behaviour is strictly comparable to that of the typical standard disc, whose specific angular momentum $r^2 \Omega \propto r^{1/2}$ and whose mean temperature $T \propto r^{-3/2}$. Hence, this result is a further confirming check that GASPHER results, in their general aspect, as far as the radial transport and thermal properties are concerned, are not strongly dependent on the assumed spatial resolution. Moreover, the local physical properties are clearly comparable with each other, the particle spatial resolution in the graphs being different, but not their physical values, that is denser (more rarefied), lighter (heavier) particles to get the same density, as an example.

**8 CONCLUDING REMARKS**

From the astrophysical point of view, our results show that GASPHER modelling, where particle interpolation radial extension is conceptually unlimited – although particle smoothing length $h$ is spatially and permanently constant – solves the problem of neighbours inadequacy. Moreover, physical viscosity supports the development of a well-bound accretion disc in the primary potential well, even in the case of a low compressibility gas dynamics. Such results, also shown in Lanzafame et al. (2006) and Lanzafame (2008a,b, 2009), mean, once more, that the initial angular momentum injection conditions at the disc’s outer edge are responsible for the disc tangential dynamics, while viscosity is mainly responsible for the thermodynamical disc properties, even for low compressibility disc models ($\gamma > 1.1$; here $\gamma = 5/3$) when gas loss effects are physically expected according to the low compressibility gas dynamics and to the low stellar mass of the central accretor. Moreover, in GASPHER viscous fluid dynamics, further details of the flow are revealed (e.g. the coming out of spiral patterns in disc structures).

From the numerical point of view, reliable results are reproduced in a GASPHER, despite FE conditions being adopted. Without considering the injected particle stream, such simulations could also be considered as accretion and transport general tests within a gravitational potential well. Typical tests as far as a non-viscous 1D shock tube is concerned show that the GASPHER technique produces results in a very good comparison with analytical ones, having the advantage to solve the FE difficulties without any ‘particle pairing instability’. Simulations carried out in low compressibility and in high viscosity conditions to stress out results are significant for understanding the quality of the numerical code. The transformation of SPH codes to a GASPHER code, without further numerical efforts, seems likely to be an interesting future challenge. As far as the computational cpu time is concerned, there is conceptually no disadvantage in such transformation, if particle neighbours are fixed (e.g. 30 or 50) for each particle, by the introduction of a boundaries.
counter/limiter because the number of particle neighbours rules the computational cpu time.

The necessity to perform better SPH numerical interpolations on contact surfaces, or at FE layers, recently inspired authors to develop SPH-derived techniques to achieve a higher accuracy. An SPH dynamic refinement has recently been developed by Feldman & Bonet (2007) to calculate boundary contact forces in fluid flow problems through boundary particle splitting. Such a technique could also be very interesting and competitive in solving FE problems. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

We conclude that although high compressibility inviscid results among different schemes could compare with each other, especially if constraints are imposed on boundaries of the computational domain, differences arise if either FE or viscous flows is involved. In such conditions, the GASPERHER technique shows a regular behaviour and conserves better the total energy as well as reduces the influence of the artificial viscosity for non-viscous ideal shear flows free of any gas compression (see Appendix A). Computational cpu time is mainly governed by the number of neighbour particles for each particle. Therefore, no disadvantages arise, in principle, in adopting a GASPERHER code with respect to an ASPH code if the neighbour particle statistical number is the same.
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APPENDIX A: SPH FORMULATION OF BOTH PHYSICALLY INVISCID AND VISCOUS PERFECT GAS HYDRODYNAMICS

A1 SPH and ASPH (in adaptive smoothing length h) techniques

The SPH method is a Lagrangian scheme that discretizes the fluid into moving interacting and interpolating domains called ‘particles’. All particles move according to pressure and body forces. The method makes use of a kernel W useful to interpolate a physical quantity A(r) related to a gas particle at position r according to

\[ A(r) = \int_D A(r') W(r', r, h) \, dr'. \]  

\[ W(r', r, h), \]  

the interpolation kernel, is a continuous function – or two connecting continuous functions whose derivatives are continuous even at the connecting point – defined in the spatial range 2h, whose limit for h → 0 is the Dirac delta distribution function. All physical quantities are described as extensive properties smoothly distributed in space and computed by interpolation at r. In SPH terms, we write

\[ A_i = \sum_{j=1}^N \frac{A_j}{n_j} W_i(j, r, h) = \sum_{j=1}^N \frac{A_j}{n_j} W_{ij}, \]  

\[ A_i = \sum_{j=1}^N \frac{A_j}{n_j} W_{ij}, \]

\[ n_j \]

\[ W_{ij}, \]

\[ W_{ij} \]
where the sum is extended to all particles included within the domain $D$ and $n_j = \rho_j / m_j$ is the number density relative to the $j$th particle. $W(r_i, r_j, h) \leq 1$ is the adopted interpolation kernel whose value is determined by the relative distance between particles $i$ and $j$.

In SPH conversion of mathematical equations (equations 1–4), there are two principles embedded. Each SPH particle is an extended, spherically symmetric domain where any physical quantity $f$ has a density profile $f W(r_i, r_j, h) = f W(|r_i - r_j|, h) = f W(r_{ij}, h)$. Besides, the fluid quantity $f$ at the position of each SPH particle could be interpreted by filtering the particle data for $f(r)$ with a single windowing function whose width is $h$. So doing, fluid data are considered isotropically smoothed all around each particle along a length-scale $h$. Therefore, according to these two concepts, the SPH value of the physical quantity $f$ is the overlapping of extended profiles of all particles and the overlapping of the closest smooth density profiles of $f$. This means that the compactness of the kernel shape gives the principal contribution to the interpolation summation to each particle by itself and by its closest neighbours. In both approaches, the mass is globally conserved because the total particle number is conserved.

In the SPH formalism, equations (2) and (3) take the form

$$\frac{d\mathbf{v}_i}{dt} = -\sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( \frac{p_i^f + p_j^f}{\rho_i^f} \right) \nabla_i W_{ij} + g_i,$$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( \frac{\eta_i \sigma_{ij} v_i - \eta_j \sigma_{ij} v_j}{\rho_i^f} \right) \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij},$$

$$\frac{d}{dt} E_i = -\sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( \frac{p_i^f v_i + p_j^f v_j}{\rho_i^f} \right) \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij} + g_i \cdot v_i,$$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( \frac{\eta_i \sigma_{ij} \cdot v_i - \eta_j \sigma_{ij} \cdot v_j}{\rho_i^f} \right) \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij},$$

(A3)

(A4)

where $g_i = -2\omega \times v_i + \omega \times (\omega \times r_i) - \nabla \Phi_{grav,i}$, $v_{ij} = v_i - v_j$, $m_j$ is the mass of the $j$th particle, $p_i^f = p_i + \text{artificial pressure term}$ and $E_i = (\varepsilon_i + \frac{1}{2}v_i^2)$. The viscous stress tensor $\tau_{ab}$ includes the positive first and second viscosity coefficients $\eta_i$ and $\zeta_i$, respectively, which are velocity independent and describe shear and tangential viscosity stresses ($\eta_i$) and compressibility stresses ($\zeta_i$):

$$\tau_{ab} = \eta_i \sigma_{ab} + \zeta_i \nabla \cdot v,$$

(A5)

where the shear

$$\sigma_{ab} = \frac{\partial v_a}{\partial x_b} + \frac{\partial v_b}{\partial x_a} - \frac{2}{3}\delta_{ab} \nabla \cdot v.$$  

(A6)

In these equations, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are spatial indexes while tensors are written in bold characters. For the sake of simplicity, we assume $\zeta_i = 0$; however, our code also allows us different choices. Defining

$$V_{iab} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \frac{p_j^f}{\rho_j^f} \frac{\partial W_{ij}}{\partial x_{i_{ab}}}$$

(A7)

as the SPH formulation of $\partial v_a / \partial x_b$, the SPH equivalent of the shear is

$$\sigma_{iab} = V_{iab} + V_{jba} - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ab} V_{ijij}.$$  

(A8)

A full justification of this SPH formalism can be found in Flebbe et al. (1994a,b).

In this scheme, the continuity equation takes the form

$$\frac{d\rho_i}{dt} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j v_{ij} \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij}$$

(A9)

or, as we adopt, it can be written as

$$\rho_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j W_{ij},$$

(A10)

which identifies the natural space interpolation of particle densities according to equation (9).

The pressure term also includes the artificial viscosity contribution given by Monaghan (1985, 1992) and Monaghan & Lattanzio (1985), with an appropriate thermal diffusion term which reduces shock fluctuations. It is given by

$$\eta_{ij} = \alpha_{SPH} \eta_{ij} + \beta_{SPH} \mu_{ij}^2,$$

(A11)

where

$$\mu_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{2h^2 r_{ij}}{c_s v + v_j r_{ij}} & \text{if } v_i \cdot r_{ij} < 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(A12)

with $c_s$ being the sound speed of the $i$th particle, $\xi^2 \ll h^2$, $\alpha_{SPH} \approx 1$ and $\beta_{SPH} \approx 2$. These $\alpha_{SPH}$ and $\beta_{SPH}$ parameters of the order of unity are usually adopted to damp oscillations past high Mach number shock fronts developed by non-linear instabilities (Boris & Book 1973). These $\alpha_{SPH}$ and $\beta_{SPH}$ values were also adopted by Lattanzio et al. (1985). Smaller $\alpha_{SPH}$ and $\beta_{SPH}$ values, as adopted by Meglicki et al. (1993), would develop more turbulence in the disc and possibly only one shock front at the impact zone between the infalling particle stream and the returning particle stream at the disc’s outer edge. In the physically inviscid SPH gas dynamics, angular momentum transport is mainly due to the artificial viscosity included in the pressure terms as

$$\frac{p_i^f}{\rho_i^f} + \frac{p_j^f}{\rho_j^f} = \left( \frac{p_i^f}{\rho_i^f} + \frac{p_j^f}{\rho_j^f} \right) (1 + \eta_{ij}),$$

(A13)

where $p$ is the intrinsic gas pressure.

The advantage of an ASPH is to perform better particle interpolations ensuring a large enough number of interpolating particle neighbours. Several authors (Benz et al. 1990) have more recently adopted a criterion where the number of SPH particle neighbours for each time-step calculation is a fixed number, generally of the order of 30–50, decoupling the $h$ resolving power calculation by any physical quantity. Instead, in previous papers (Monaghan 1992; Fulbright et al. 1995; Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2006) the smoothing length $h$ has been considered a function of time by relating it to the local particle density. A spatial and temporal smoothing length together with an appropriate symmetrization concerning particle pairs have also been proposed (Evrard 1988; Hernquist & Katz 1989; Nelson & Papaloizou 1993, 1994; Fulbright et al. 1995; Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2006).

In original 3D ASPH $h_i$ varies in space and time. Symmetry in both $i, j$ indexes is widely adopted, where the evaluation of a symmetrized $h_{ij} = (h_i + h_j) / 2$ and a symmetrized kernel $W_{ij} = (W_{ij}(h_i) + W_{ij}(h_j)) / 2$ is required according to

$$h_{ij}^{n+1} = h_i^n \left( \frac{\rho_i^n}{\rho_{ij}^{n+1}} \right)^{1/3},$$

(A14)

where indexes $n$ and $n+1$ refer to time-step (Hernquist & Katz 1989; Nelson & Papaloizou 1993, 1994; Fulbright et al. 1995; Shapiro
where $h_i^0 = h_i^0 (\rho_i^0)^{1/3}$,  

\begin{equation}
    h_i^{n+1} = h_i^n \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{3} (\nabla \cdot v), \Delta t^n \right],
\end{equation}

(A15) 

which integrates over time gives equation (A14). This equation is easily obtained by performing the derivative of the equation $\rho h^3 = \text{constant}$, expressing the conservation of particle mass: 

\begin{equation}
    \frac{d\rho}{dt} + 3 \rho \frac{h^2}{\Delta t} \frac{dh}{dt} = 0, \quad \frac{dh}{dt} = - \left( h/3 \right) (d\rho/dt)/\rho.
\end{equation}

However, equation (22), (23) or (24) is more convenient than equation (A14). Shapiro et al. (1996) and Owen et al. (1998) proposed an adaptive method splitting the 3D scheme into three 1D schemes formulating a factorized Gaussian kernel of three 1D Gaussian components. In such a scheme, a tensorial computation of SPH equations has been developed and each ASPH particle enlarges or contracts as a spheroid rather than a sphere. They successfully applied their technique to a shock front cosmological problem where ASPH spheroids give a better shock resolution compared to typical SPH spheroids without adopting any artificial viscosity term. In a further paper (Owen et al. 1998) the authors, admitting that artificial viscosity terms are necessary, especially in the momentum equation, handle such artificial viscosity terms suppressing or turning on them according to some physical circumstances (mainly in rarefaction conditions). A technique turning on/off the artificial viscosity has also been described in Morris & Monaghan (1997). 

ASPH models adopt the same SPH formulation, where either 

\begin{equation}
    \begin{cases}
        h_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (h_i + h_j), \\
        W_{ij} = W(r_{ij}, h),
    \end{cases}
\end{equation}

(A18) instead of SPH $h_i$ and $W_i = W(r_i, h)$ (Evrard 1988), or 

\begin{equation}
    \begin{cases}
        W_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (W_{ij,j} + W_{ij,i}) \\
        W_{ij,i} = W(r_{ij}, h),
    \end{cases}
\end{equation}

(A19) instead of SPH $W_j = W(r_j, h)$, are adopted (Hernquist & Katz 1989). The second formulation is mostly more currently adopted. 

Non-isotropic ASPH (Shapiro et al. 1996; Owen et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2006) adopt an anisotropic algorithm to compute ellipsoid particle deformation and, consequently, the anisotropic smoothing length, according to the local particle concentration. Such a scheme is mainly used in simulations of 2D and 3D oblique shock waves and of contact fluid surfaces. The algorithm computes the element $h_{\alpha\beta}$, where $\alpha, \beta = x, y, z$, of the $3 \times 3$ symmetric matrix: 

\begin{equation}
    h^{n+1}_{\alpha\beta} = h^n_{\alpha\beta} \left[ 1 + \frac{0.5}{3} \left( \frac{\partial v_{\alpha i}}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial v_{\beta j}}{\partial x_j} \right) \Delta t^n \right].
\end{equation}

(A20) 

where $h_{\alpha\beta} = h_{\beta\alpha}$ is the projection of the ellipsoid characteristic semi-axes on the Cartesian axes. The eigenvectors of the matrix are the directions along the three axes of the ellipsoid and the corresponding eigenvalues are the dimensions of the ellipsoid along each axis. The determinant of the same matrix determines the normalization volume of each particle. 

The SPH conversion of equation (A20), similarly to the SPH expression of $\nabla \cdot v$ (Monaghan 1985, 1992), is 

\begin{equation}
    h^{n+1}_{\alpha\beta} = h^n_{\alpha\beta} \left[ 1 + \frac{0.5 \Delta t^n}{3} \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \frac{1}{\rho_j} \frac{\partial v_{\alpha i j}}{\partial x_j} \nabla_i W_{ij} + v_{\alpha i j} \nabla_i W_{ij} \right].
\end{equation}

(A21) 

A2 Conservative ASPH formulation 

Nelson & Papaloizou (1993, 1994) showed that energy conservation improves if $\partial / \partial h_\alpha$ are introduced into both SPH momentum and energy equations. The inclusion of such terms modify substantially these equations in a non-practical form. The formal difficulties were overcome by Springel & Hernquist (2002) who derived an effective ASPH conversion of the pressure gradient contribution in the momentum equation (2), conserving energy and entropy, according to the conservative ASPH equation: 

\begin{equation}
    \frac{d\rho}{dt} = - \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( f_i \frac{p_i^*}{\rho_i^*} \nabla_i W_{ij} + f_j \frac{p_j^*}{\rho_j^*} \nabla_j W_{ij} + \Pi_{ij} \nabla_j W_{ij} \right) + g_i,
\end{equation}

(A22) 

where $f_i = (1 + h_i \Delta t^n)^{-1}$, $W_{ij,j} = W(|r_{ij}|, h_i)$ and $\Pi_{ij}$ refers to the artificial viscosity contribution. Smoothing length $h$ was computed requiring that a fixed mass be contained within a smoothing volume: $(4\pi/3) h_i^3 \rho_i = M_{ij}$, where $M_{ij} = m_i N_{ij}$ refers to the global mass of $N_{ij}$ neighbours related to the $i$th particle. Each particle neighbour has an $m_i$ mass. No further modifications to the energy equation are required. In a further paper (Monaghan 2002), similar conclusions, as far as both SPH and ASPH methods are concerned, were reached with the aim of achieving better energy and entropy conservation. 

The $\partial \rho_i / \partial h_i$ term is easily connected to $\partial W_i / \partial h_i$ by the simple relation 

\begin{equation}
    \frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial h_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \frac{\partial W_{ij}}{\partial h_i},
\end{equation}

(A23) 

where the derivative $\partial W_i / \partial h_i$ strictly involves also the derivative of $h_i^{-3}$ in 3D as $\partial (W_i h_i^{-3}) / \partial h_i$. In this scheme, the conservative ASPH conversion of the Navier–Stokes equation (equation A7) is 

\begin{equation}
    \frac{d\rho}{dt} = - \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( f_i \frac{p_i^*}{\rho_i^*} \nabla_i W_{ij} + f_j \frac{p_j^*}{\rho_j^*} \nabla_j W_{ij} + \Pi_{ij} \nabla_i W_{ij} \right) + g_i + \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( f_j \frac{\eta_i \sigma_j}{\rho_j^*} \nabla_j W_{ij,j} + f_j \frac{\eta_j \sigma_i}{\rho_i^*} \nabla_i W_{ij,i} \right). 
\end{equation}

(A24) 

As far as the conservative ASPH energy balance equation for the total energy \( E \) is concerned,

\[
\frac{d}{dt} E_i = - \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( f_i \rho_j^2 v_i \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij,i} + f_j \rho_i^2 v_j \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij,j} + m_j \Omega_{ij} \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij} \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} m_j \left( f_i \eta_i \sigma_i \cdot v_i \rho_i^2 \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij,i} + f_j \eta_j \sigma_j \cdot v_j \rho_j^2 \cdot \nabla_i W_{ij,j} \right) + g_i \cdot v_i, \quad (A25)
\]

where \( \Omega_{ij} \) includes artificial viscosity terms. In a conservative ASPH approach, it is easy to update the particle smoothing resolution length \( h_i \), fixing the number of particle neighbours. In fact, according to the SPH interpolation criterion, particle concentration \( n_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} W_{ij} \). We recall that kernel \( W_{ij} \) is a normalized smooth function of the ratio \(|r_{ij}|/h_{ij}\). Therefore, if \( N_{\text{neigh}} \) represents the fixed number of neighbours, \( h_i = (N_{\text{neigh}}/n_i)^{1/3} \).

**APPENDIX B: TESTS**

In this section, results of some tests are reported regarding models where either 1D shock problems, 2D FE or 2D transport themes have to be taken into account with respect to the argument declared in this paper. Comparison among GASPHER, SPH and ASPH numerical results are reported as well as theoretical analytical ones, whenever the theoretical analytical solution is known. The particle smoothing resolution length \( h \), normally adopted throughout, is \( h = 5 \times 10^{-2} \) (in ASPH as the initial value), except when explicitly written. \( \gamma = 5/3 \) throughout. Once the validity of GASPHER for shock collisional modelling is stated, particular attention is paid to both FE and radial transport results regarding the main argument of this paper.

**B1 1D Sod shock tube tests**

In this section, a comparison of analytical and GASPHER 1D inviscid shock tube test results (Sod 1978) is made. Note that the so-called analytical solution of the 1D shock tube test is obtained through iterative procedures left-right, applying to the discontinuity the Rankine–Hugoniot ‘jump’ solution. Figs B1 and B2 display results concerning the particle density, thermal energy per unit mass, pressure, and velocity at time \( T = 100 \).

**Figure B1.** 1D shock tube tests as far as both analytical (solid line) and both SPH and GASPHER (short dashes) results are concerned. Density \( \rho \), thermal energy \( \epsilon \), pressure \( p \) and velocity \( v \) are plotted at time \( T = 100 \). The initial velocity is zero throughout.
pressure and velocity, after a considerable time evolution at time $T = 100$. The whole computational domain is built up with 2001 particles from $X = 0$ to $X = 100$, whose mass is different, according to the shock initial position. At time $T = 0$ all particles are motionless. $\gamma = 5/3$, while the ratios $\rho_1/\rho_2 = 3$ and $\epsilon_1/\epsilon_2 = 2$, and $\rho_1/\rho_2 = 3$ and $\epsilon_1/\epsilon_2 = 1$ as displayed at the edges of Figs 4 and 5, between the two sides from left to right. The first five and the last five particles of the 1D computational domain keep fixed positions and do not move. The choice of the final computational time is totally arbitrary, since the shock progresses in time. $v = 0$ at the beginning of each simulation. Hence, the adimensional temporal unity is chosen so that $\int_0^l dx/c_s = 1$. The sound velocity being initially constant, this mathematically means $l = c_s$. SPH results, adopting the same initial and boundary conditions, as well as the same particle smoothing resolution length $h$, together with the analytical solutions are also displayed in the same plots.

Our GASPHER results are in a good comparison with the analytical solution. Discrepancies involve only four to five particle smoothing resolution lengths at most. This means that GASPHER interpolations are effective in the case of a shock collision case in so far as the Mach number flows with regard to the weak shock regimes when the Mach number ranges within $[0, 2]$ at the first instant. The decrease of the particle smoothing resolution length could improve the whole result in so far as the artificial viscosity term (depending on $h$, equation A12) is able to prevent particle interpenetration.

B2 1D blast wave

Whenever in a shock tube the ratios $p_1/p_2 = \epsilon_1/\epsilon_2 \gg 1$, and consequently $\rho_1/\rho_2 = 1$, and $v_1 = v_2 = 0$, such a discontinuity is called a ‘blast wave’. Being $v = 0$ at the beginning of each simulation, the adimensional temporal unity is chosen as previously written in the 1D Sod shock tube test. In such a situation, the Mach number spans from 0 to $>1$ values up to 10–20 or more at the first instant. Fig. B3 displays a comparison of SPH and GASPHER results with the so-called analytical solution, after a considerable time evolution at time $T = 5$. The analytical solution is considered corrected in so far as $\rho_1/\rho_2 \leq (\gamma + 1)/(\gamma - 1)$. In the blast wave test considered here, $p_1/p_2 = \epsilon_1/\epsilon_2 = 10^4$, while other spatial, initial and boundary conditions, as well as the particle spatial smoothing resolution length, are identical to those chosen in the previous test. Fig. B3 displays that SPH and GASPHER results globally compare with each other and that they also compare with the analytical solution wherever $\rho_1/\rho_2 \leq (\gamma + 1)/(\gamma - 1)$, that is wherever the Rankine–Hugoniot jump conditions hold. Beyond this limit, even the so-called analytical solution is considered incorrect. Being $\gamma = 5/3$, the comparison
is meaningful within $\rho_1/\rho_2 \leq 4$. GASPHER profiles suffer from a lesser instability in those regions where particle concentration is larger, close to discontinuity profiles, where horizontal plateaus are more regular. In particular, such behaviour can be addressed to the absence of any particle pair instability, due to the analytical expression of the GASPHER-adopted kernel, and to its radial spatial derivative.

**B3 2D expansion of the free edge of a squared box**

The test discussed here does not have an analytical solution. However, it is interesting because it shows how pressure forces push away the FE of the fluid computational domain, without any explicit dissipation, according to the chosen interpolation kernel. Being in permanent gradual expansion, any artificial viscosity contribution is statistically turned off, apart from some contribution due to the shear flow close to the two marginal vertical fixed edges.

The square box is of size $4.8 \times 4.8$, having three fixed sides: two vertical unlimited sides (left to right), at $X \in [0.0, 0.05]$ and $X \in [4.75, 4.80]$, and the horizontal one at the bottom from $Y = 0$ to $Y = 0.05$ while the fourth side at $Y = 4.80$ is free to expand towards the outer space. Particles, whose mass $m_i = 3 \times 10^{-5}$, are regularly located so that their mutual separation equals $h$. The initial thermal energy is $\epsilon = 1.9188 \times 10^{-5}$, while the initial $v_i = 0$ throughout. The three fixed edges are composed of two lines of fixed particles, whose velocity is abruptly put to zero from time to time. Note that the above-mentioned constraints have to be considered as geometric conditions not pertinent only to the edge particles of the square box. In this way, particles can move only towards the $Y$ direction, from $Y = 4.8$ onwards, and any particle horizontal translation is mechanically prevented.

Since an analytical solution is unknown, we pay attention to the conservation of the total energy $E_{\text{tot}} = v^2/2 + \epsilon$ per unit mass averaged for each particle and at the same time to the regular face of the expansion of the free horizontal edge at the top. Fig. B4 displays the advance of the free front at three selected times for the SPH, ASPH and GASPHER simulations. SPH and, in particular, ASPH fronts are no doubt more advanced than the GASPHER front. This effect is the result of an incorrect computation of the pressure forces on the FE of the computational domain as discussed in Section 5. This conclusion is stressed not only by the fact that the GASPHER flow is more regular and free from defects, but also, as it is shown in Fig. B5, by the fact that the total energy per unit mass $E_{\text{tot}}$ is much better conserved than in the other two cases. As an order of magnitude, the degradation of the total energy is $\approx 10^{-8}$ for a total of $\approx 10^4$ particles after a time $T \approx 2 \times 10^4$ for both SPH and ASPH.

---

**Figure B3.** 1D blast wave tests as far as both analytical (solid line) and both SPH and GASPHER (short dashes) results are concerned. Density $\rho$, thermal energy $\epsilon$, pressure $p$ and velocity $v$ are plotted at time $T = 5$. The initial velocity is zero throughout.
Figure B4. SPH, ASPH and GASPHER XY plots of the 2D expansion of a portion of the FE on the top of a squared box. Time $T$ is shown.

Figure B5. Plots of specific total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ averaged for each particle for the SPH, ASPH and GASPHER simulations of the 2D expansion of the FE in a box. $E_{\text{tot}}$ values are expressed in $10^{-5}$ units. Time $T$ is reported on a logarithmic scale.

This involves that on a single particle, $dE/dt \approx 5 \times 10^{-13}$. Instead, in GASPHER this energy degradation is $\sim 10^2$ times smaller. This implies that the choice of the interpolation kernel is crucial in the conservation of prime integrals.

**B4 2D radial spread and migration of a Keplerian annulus ring**

The 2D radial spread and migration of an isothermal Keplerian annulus ring is widely described in Frank, King & Raine (2002) in the case of a constant physical viscosity $\nu$. At time $T = 0$, the surface density, as a function of the radial distance $r$, is described by a Dirac $\delta$ function: $\Sigma(r, 0) = M\delta(r - r_0)/2\pi r_0$, where $M$ is the mass of the entire ring and $r_0$ is its initial radius. As a function also of time, the surface density is computed via standard methods as a function of the modified Bessel function $I_{1/4}(z)$:

$$\Sigma(x, \tau) = \frac{M}{\pi r_0^2} \tau^{-1/4} x^{-1/4} e^{-x^2/4} I_{1/4}(2x/\tau), \quad (B1)$$

where $x = r/r_0$ and $\tau = 12\nu T/r_0^2$. $\int_0^\infty \Sigma(x, \tau) dS = 2\pi \int_0^\infty \Sigma(x, \tau) dx$ equals the annulus mass throughout. Time is normalized so that $T = 1$ is the Keplerian period corresponding to the ring at $r_0 = 1$. Examples of SPH viscous spread on this argument can be found in Flebbe et al. (1994b), Speith & Riffert (1999) and Speith & Kley (2003) as well as in Costa et al. (2010) in SPH physically inviscid hydrodynamics on the basis that the shear dissipation in non-viscous flows can be compared to physical dissipation (Molteni et al. 1991; Murray 1996; Okazaki et al. 2002). In particular, an exhaustive comparison can also be found in Lanzafame (2008b, 2009).

In a non-viscous particle Lagrangian fluid dynamics, any deviation from the initial strictly Keplerian kinematics is incorrectly due to the activation of artificial viscosity dissipation in the shear flow when two particles approach each other. This is an unavoidable consequence of the fact that dissipation is currently used to handle the direct head-on collision between pairs of particles. To establish whether the adopted kernel has a significant role in the spatial transport phenomena, any gas pressure force component must be removed leaving active only the artificial viscosity dissipation in the momentum equation in a strictly isothermal fluid dynamics. Thus, the whole flow should keep its Keplerian behaviour because pressure forces are artificially erased, in so far as artificial viscosity dissipation stays inactive. In this test, the two marginal edges of the annulus (the inner and the outer ones) are considered as FE boundaries. Adopting the same artificial viscosity formulation and the same parameters ($\alpha = 1$ and $\beta = 2$; see Appendix A) both for SPH and ASPH and for GASPHER simulations, our aim is to check which technique shows the smaller deviation from the initial

Figure B6. XY plots of ring density contour maps. Times are reported for each configuration (SPH, ASPH or GASPHER).
Figure B7. Surface density $\Sigma(r, \tau)$ in $10^{-11}$ units as a function of radial distance from initial configurations at $\tau = 0.018$. Subsequent snapshots are reported for each configuration (SPH, ASPH or GASPHER).

Keplerian tight particle distribution in isothermal conditions, keeping constant both the sound velocity and the specific thermal energy. SPH-derived techniques turn on the artificial viscosity dissipation whenever two close particles approach each other. This also happens for shear flows. However, for inviscid ideal shear flows this is an incorrect result without any gas compression.

A significant comparison of GASPHER to SPH and to ASPH is displayed in Fig. B6, where $XY$ density contour map plots are shown at the same $\tau$. The radial distributions of surface density are displayed in Fig. B7, according to the restricted hypotheses of the standard mechanism of physical dissipation (constant dissipation, zero initial thickness). As in Speith & Riffert (1999) and Speith & Kley (2003), the initial ring radius at $r_c = 1$, whose thickness is $\Delta r = 0.5$, is composed of 40,000 equal-mass ($m_i = 2.5 \times 10^{-15}$) pressureless Keplerian ($v = v_{Kep}$, $\nabla \cdot v = 0$ at $T = 0$) SPH particles, with $h = 9 \times 10^{-2}$, $c_s = 5 \times 10^{-2}$ and initial density radial distribution corresponding to the analytical solution at time $T$, whose $\tau = 0.018$. To this purpose, a random number generator has been used. The central accretor has mass normalized to $M = 1$. The kinematic shear dissipation is estimated (Molteni et al. 1991; Murray 1996; Okazaki et al. 2002; Lanzafame 2008b, 2009) as $v \approx c_s h$.

The GASPHER radial spread is no doubt the narrower one, while the ASPH one is naturally the larger because of the increasing particle smoothing resolution length $h$ affecting the artificial viscosity analytical expression. For this reason, its physical dissipation counterpart $v \approx c_s h$ cannot be kept constant even preventing any disc heating. Only in the case of ASPH modelling, the initial $h$ value is assumed to compute $\tau$. Note that these results are obtained according to the correlation $v \approx c_s h$ (Molteni et al. 1991) in the expression where $\tau = 12vT/r^2$, which appears as the most appropriate. In fact, considering $v \approx 0.1\sigma_{SPH} c_s h$ (Murray 1996; Okazaki et al. 2002) with $\sigma_{SPH} \approx 1$, it is necessary a time $T$ 10 times longer to get the same $\tau$. This involves a larger annulus spread as far as the numerical results are concerned. According to these results, the kernel choice is determinant also in the generation of kinematic deviations from the initial Keplerian distribution due to the incorrect SPH dissipation because of the particle shear approaching in the non-viscous ideal flows.

Note that the density radial distribution, as far as the ASPH modelling is concerned, better fits the spread of the theoretical radial distribution (not presented here). This is a fair result in so far as we are interested in determining which artificial dissipation, coupled with the choice of the interpolation kernel, determines a density radial profile, to be compared with the theoretical one, when a physical dissipation $v$ is considered. However, this is another aspect, regarding the study of either the physical dissipation in a viscous fluid dynamics or its artificial numerical dissipation counterpart in a non-viscous approach, which is far from the scope of the test proposed here.

Circular rings, appearing in Fig. B6 for both numerical schemes, are an unavoidable effect due to the Lagrangian particle-based technique, as discussed in Speith & Riffert (1999) and Speith & Kley (2003).
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